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TITLE:

ISSUE SYNOPSIS:

A. Problem Statement [replaced “Description” subtitle]

B. Supporting resources/references [replaced “data”] related to the issue (if available)

C. Crosswalk with other standards [relocated from D to C]

☐ EMS Agenda for the Future

☐ EMS Education Agenda for the Future

☐ Model State EMS Plan

☐ Documents from other Federal agencies (specify)


☐ NFPA, ASTM, CAAS, CAMTS, CoAEMSP and other Standard Development Organizations

☐ EMS Research Agenda for the Future

☐ Published research (specify)
D. Analysis [deleted “of the facts/data”, moved from C to D]

E. Committee Conclusion (interim)/Council Conclusion (once final) [new subtitle section]

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS/STRATEGIES

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

Existing project

Future project

Other Department of Transportation

Federal Interagency Committee on Emergency Medical Services

Other

National EMS Advisory Council Activities